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		Dentists Help Treat Chronic Headaches (NAPSA)—A number of chronic headache sufferers are finding relief in what may be a surprising place: their dentist’s chair. Experts say pain caused by temporomandibular (jaw joint) disorder, or TMD—which is com- monly referred to as TMJ—causes migraine and tension headaches for numerous Americans. And a trip to a specially trained dentist could providerelief. “When yourbite is not right, it can lead to chronic pain. Just like flexing your arm for a second is comfortable, but flexing it for two to three minutes starts to hurt, holding the teeth together for a long period and in a poor position causes muscle pain,” says Dr. Mark Duncan,clinical director at LVI Global, a postgraduate dental-training facility. In addition to chronic headaches, TMD has been linked to grinding of the teeth, breathing problems and sleep disorders, as well as facial pain, neck, shoulder and back pain, clicking or popping in the jaw and limited jaw movement. Fortunately, Dr. Duncan says, “for chronic headache sufferers, there is hope.” TMD istreatable. e First, a neuromuscular den- tist performs a comprehensive evaluation including an electronic analysis of jaw muscles to find their optimal resting position. Next, a jaw-repositioning orthotic—which looks like an ath- A trip to a neuromuscular dentist could help treat chronic headaches. lete’s mouth guard—is used to tem- porarily maintain this new relaxed position. Patients often report that pain they have endured for many years dissipates or goes away entirely in a matter of days. Finally, a patient can befitted with crowns and veneersto permanently hold the new pain- free jaw position. Less than 5 percent of the world’s dentists are trained in neu- romuscular dentistry. To find a spe- cially trained dentist in your area, visit www.leadingdentists.com.
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				How Leading Marketing Pros Are Leveraging Community News Media In Print And Online
			

			
				Tuesday, March 2, 2021			

				By Dorothy York, President and CEO of North American Precis Syndicate (NAPS)

 

Savvy marketers recognize the value of community news outlets in the wealthy suburbs as part of the marketing  …			
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Finding placements online has made media monitoring vastly more time-efficient, yet thousands of publications  …			
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Creating a compelling message is essential for visual storytelling, which must rely on just a few words and a  …			
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				(NAPSI)—If you think you’d know if you were losing vision to an eye disease, you might want to think again. The symptoms of glaucoma can start so slowly that you may not notice them. That’s why  …			
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